Abstract
Introduction
Markowitz's work on mean-variance efficient portfolios provided a fundamental basis for the portfolio selection problem [1] . The most important contribution of Markowitz's work was that it introduced the quantitative and scientific approaches to risk management. After Markowitz's pioneering work, the mean-variance model was extended to two main venues. On one hand, multiobjective model was extensively studied (see, for example, [2, 3] ). On the other hand, dynamic portfolio selection models including multi-period model and continuous time model were investigated, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Using the so-called indefinite stochastic linear-quadratic (LQ) control theory, Zhou and Li [7] studied a continuous time mean-variance portfolio selection problem, obtained a closed form analytical optimal strategy and an explicit expression of the efficient frontier. Li et al. [8] considered the same problem but with a short-selling constraint. By solving the HJB equation, the explicit solutions for the efficient frontier and optimal strategies were obtained. In [9] , Fu et al. investigated the same problem with borrowing constraints. The method used is the HJB equation in a stochastic piecewise linear quadratic (PLQ) control framework.
The objective of this paper is to study portfolio selection problem with transaction costs. In the past decades, the portfolio selection problem with transaction costs was extensively discussed (see, e.g., [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] ), using mainly the utility function theory and the duality approach. Note that optimality in the utility theory is less clear in general what relationship exists between the risk and the return of the derived policy.
In this paper, a continuous time mean-variance portfolio selection problem with fixed and proportional transaction costs is studied as a non-singular stochastic optimal control problem. To obtain an optimal solution, the necessary condition for optimality leads to explicit relations between the controls and the derivatives of the value function. A special equation is constructed as a continuous solution to the HJB equation and a set of inequalities is obtained to determine the boundaries of the notransaction region. The explicit closed form solutions for the optimal strategies and efficient frontiers are presented.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, the mean-variance portfolio problem with transaction costs is formulated. In Section 3, the HJB equation that characterizes the value function is derived and the optimal policies are characterized. The boundaries of the notransaction region are determined. In Section 4, the efficient frontiers in a closed form are obtained for the original mean-variance problem. In Section 5, numerical experiment is presented to illustrate the main results. Section 6 concludes the paper. 
Problem Formulation
The investor's objective is to minimize the variance of the terminal wealth for a prescribed target mean wealth. Then, the investor's objective can be described as the following mean-variance (MV) portfolio selection problem:
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Characterization of Optimal Policies
In this section, optimal transaction strategies for problem (4) are derived.
Lagrangian relaxation and HJB equation
It is clear that problem (4) is a dynamic quadratic convex optimization problem. To find the optimal strategy corresponding to the constraint ()
Consequently, the new cost function is
(4) can be solved via the following optimal problem: Note that the link between problem (4) and (5) is provided by the Lagrange duality theorem (see e.g. [15] 
The HJB equation (7) needs to be solved backward in time
Since buying and selling of the risky asset cannot take place simultaneously, the set  can be split
Identification of Buying Policy
In the buying region B  , the minimization problem defined by HJB equation (7) can be rewritten as follows:
Thus, the following theorem presents the optimal strategy in the buying region. , an optimal buying policy corresponding to problem (4) and (6) is
Proof. It is clear that (8) is differentiated with respect to p , the optimal condition is as follows:
Thus, the optimal policy is given by
.
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is a continuous solution to the HJB equation (8) . Because of the dual nature of equation (8) 
Substituting (10) and (11) (10) produces the optimal policy (9).
Identification of Selling Policy
In the selling region S  , the minimization problem defined by HJB equation (7) can be rewritten as follows:
Similar to the buying region, the optimal selling policy is presented in Theorem 2 without proof.
Theorem 2.
With the above notation and for a given  , T and
, an optimal buying policy corresponding to problem (4) and (6) 
Identification of No Transaction Region
, the HJB equation (7) can be written as   min min{ ( , , )}, min{ ( , , )},0
where
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Depending on the identification of buying policy and (14), the buying region is characterized by 
Thus, the non-buying region is characterized by 
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       . Similarly, the selling region is characterized by
Thus, the non-selling region is characterized by
It is obviously that the no transaction region NT  is the intersection of the non-buying region and the non-selling region, that is: 
Efficient Frontier
In this section, the efficient frontier for problem (4) is derived. According to the proofs of Theorem 1, the explicit solution of the value function is as follows: 
Thus, the efficient frontier for problem (4) can be described as follows: 
Numerical Experiments
In this section, numerical experiments are presented to demonstrate the results in the previous sections. In the presence of transaction costs, the boundaries of no-transaction region are straight lines. In the presence of strictly positive fixed transaction costs, the boundaries of no-transaction region do not pass through the origin in the portfolio space. As an illustrated experiment, results are given for a particular problem ( 1,0.1,1) , respectively. Figure 3 shows the efficient frontiers with different transaction costs. It is clear that the efficient frontier declines as the transaction costs increase. This suggests that the higher the transaction costs, the less returns investor will obtain. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a continuous-time mean-variance portfolio selection problem with transaction costs was studied. The problem was formulated as a non-singular stochastic optimal control problem. Our Dynamic Mean-Variance Portfolio Selection with Transaction Costs Wang Zhen, Liu Sanyang, Huang Lingling analysis derived the explicit closed form solution for the optimal portfolio. Solving the HJB equations, the optimal strategy and efficient frontier were obtained. Economically, the results show that there exist the upper and lower boundaries so that a transaction is carried out only when the ratio between the stock and bond is on the boundaries. Our results are closer to real investment practice where people tend to not to invest more in risky assets when the transaction costs increase.
Depending on the practical situations and the investors' main objective, other types of constraints can be concerned in the model. On the other hand, new approaches for solving the dynamic portfolio selection problem would also be an interesting topic for the future research.
